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To:	 3RAPP

From:	 sg/3 W 2

Subject: Contact with CASSOWARY 2 on 4 September 1952

Present at this conference were CASSOWARY 2, CASSOWARY 15,
CI	 -D (known as a	 *1st C-

ihaar

1.°)Itaz two days before CASSOWARY 2, BARON spent four days with
CASSOWARY 2 before CASSOWARY 2 deed 	 the D. S.

201 A letter was received from Dr' Margolin by V. O. in which he
stated the followings

a. The State Department is not interested in unity plus
kicking ouORMZIMIN andkBANRIANNI.

b. The 14N4t. is to treat VOURVR and =OUR in the seam
manner that the Russians treat the NTS.

0, CASSOWARY 2 does not have contact with the State
Department but with some strong intelligence organisation.

* Sources Two individual sources who are not member of U.N.A.

3. The following individuals attented the Cerman-Ruse*sp Congress
Which was held in Dasseldorf on auroximate 20 JuliWrEO8AR0MOSARRNK0
from New York (partially u.n.a,),rouLAI and 0L0TABZ1K0.
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1. BANDBRA and STETSKO are to leave the Provid for an indefinite
period.

2. Provid of 74b0014 will affirm that the Provid of OT N is in the
homeland.
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3. Previd of the MOON will hand ever all litieal
activity to ZPUNVR.

a, AlB liquidated as representative of nationalities;
reorganization as a private organization.

b, Contact with Ukraine through MOM

a. Liquidation of SO as presently organized; reorganisation
as defense organ ngainst Bolshevik penetration*

AilUMW

1. Individuals may vela, for this.

2 * Oritish for consolidation.

.2311.

a *	MKT, MYEDLA and three or four others.

b. Represent ideas of "gcmozsmontidn.osile n of UNR.

el. Your representatives - four positicms.

Illgoikzerg (?)
1. Don't believe in resietanoe in homeland.

2, MUSKY Should wait 5 pars then everything in the homeland
will be liquidated - then all emigre groups,

3. If resistance alive - then parties are not equal.

Yonsolidati"

1, LEVITSKY agrees - but not with personalities: umart vs*
BAHRIANNY.

2, Could consolidate with BANRIANNY or LEVITSKY but CASSOWARY 2
is interested in total consolidation.

3, WS wants a reorganization of UNR (in order to oust BANRIANNY)
L-tt.7
4, Last year BAHRIANNI had published series of eitlieles smearing
L. L invites BAHMIANNY and four others includirirDR/BOREKKO - Section
of Interior*

.vr•
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1, Proposal by BAHRIASNI: Consolidation but UMR will take over
the liberation struggle.

2. CASSOWARY 2 proposed: Coordination between the UNR and ZPUHVR
ill the first step to consolidation. UNVR loader of struggle and
not a group of DEL

Mad

1. SARRIANNY apposes both LXVITSKI'S and wants to be the leader
Of the entire Ukrainian emigration.

a. Consolidation of ZPUBVR and ZMOUN.

b. Kick out UMW and LZVITSKY'S.

2. CASSOWARY 2 not interested in power politics but only to aid
homslandi

Continuation of thinking is still taking plow:.

MUM

L. They are willing to 000rdinato with both ZPURVR and UNR
without recognition of government of UNR.

2. Consolidation of the emigration is possible: All organisations-
:I/lurches and scientific, etc., to be under UNR net as political
graups but as emigre organisation of all groups.

3. Do not believe Netmanites will be re-established: CASSOWARY 2
said they can easily be a 'monarchist group.

CASSOWARY 2 did not talk with BB= because latter procrastinating,

Eywiliwp V,O. (UNDO)

1. For *Ordination and consolidations Basis - resolutions of WC,

2, CASSOWARY 2 1 s opinions Above duo to troubles with =MYR and
BARRIANNY groups. BARON wants equalisation.

A. UNR meetings: Nothing passed.

b.	 /TURIN left a year ago but has still not written,

3 MARGOLIN oould act as contact but he is not a representative of UNR.

4. )CHTZ: a. Proposed that the UNR set up a committee to join SOM.
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b. State Department will never recognise =DUN or
2PUNVR: The UNR and the UCC should get rid ot these
groups.

c. CHIZ presented himself as an envoy of State.

* * * * A 44 * * * * *

CASSOWARY' 2 stated that since DOSNNTK, DOBRIANNSKT and VITVITSKT were
coming to Europe he could not carry on:

ratu4ga.2.4.

1, Unity is possible but power-politics would have to be eliminated:

2. Forces such as CHU, MARGOLIN and others cannot operate at the sans
time. Under these conditions ZPURVR cannot speak of any consolidation
since this would, at best, be an artificial thing.

3. Vacillations of policy (Guard Company) makes it impossible for
CASSUNART 2 to act as intermediary in consolidation talks.

4. CASSOWART 2 believes that an agreement should first be made with
the U.R.Da, and then others will follow. This is desirable sines -
BANDERA group is nest powerful mad is composed of the younger element.
However, BANDBRA probably riddled with agents.,

5. a. From Soviet Ukraine.

b. Soviets are aware that this group important to Americans and

6. CASSOWARY 2 stated that it is difficult to build a policy with
starving people. in Sehleitheim(MuniCh) there are 3,000 We living
under terrible conditions.

•
ANPAULAgtratea

1. Set up a plan of action and assurance sections will be realised.

a. Preparation of Ukrainian emigration for fight with Bolsheviks.

Salvaging people from passiveness,

2. Stop "politics" with ANION and others of his tiype.

3. CASSONAil 2 and others feel "closedr.in".
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Consolidation is most worthwhile:

1. ZChOUN - under new leadership

2, DAMIAN'S!

3. MAIM not interested in power. politics consolidation

4* CASSOWARY 2 convinced that government agencies interested
in a really healthy consolidation. However, they are also .
interested in liquidation of Ukrainian groups.

3.	 _n has been in favbr of consolidation with =OUR
but after CASSOWARY. 2's two week stay in Germany he wishes
clarification,

6. PURIM is of the opinion that creation of guard companies
would cause consolidation automatically.

* * * * * * * *

1. VPUHVR believes consolidation is possible but this has to be
done with the emigre organisations.

2, UNRADA is not ngoverument-in-exilen.

3. The MR is to be recognised.

COSOWARX 2 $, rorsaAs

1. Talk to UNN officially,

2. If this does net work then try BAHRIANNY.

3. The Ukrainians do not understand the basis of American polities
and attitudes, Olotarenke, member of Sturru Abteil killed Jess -
supported by DOM STET= accused but innocent).

:3110,11,0i4

1. It is far better-to have bona-fide Ukrainian representative in
SCAR than such independent representatives as GULAI.

2, SONR is a private organisation but the U, S. is very interested
in its developments.

3. It is pelsible that groups will Join SUNR but this serves to
splinter the Ukrainian emigration, This would not be satisfactory.

4. Is it possale to have informal talks between CASSCWARY 2,
----"Doisuasirr ANDNITVITSKY to try to determine the possibility of

cooperation and representation in SOGRAI
*OK r4'
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a. OASSCWARY 2 accepted self-determination only at a stand of
the U. 8,0 government. However, this does nt mean that he Si

s satisfied.

b. Unity is possible provided "side" actions are dropped.

o. SOUR: ZP attitude:

1. Recognition of statue-quo

a. Basis of USSR but not of Russia

b. Recognition that Ukrainian . republio exists in USSR
de facto and de jure and U. R.	 .

2* All nations of USSR have the right to achieve independence on
the bassi* of 461f-determination.

3. Common-struggle (Org. SONR): Principle of equality of peoples
but not the supremacy of the Russian people,

4. Self-determination should be applied to the BUS01411 people also.

5& CASSOWARY 2 feels that the entire SONR action is a lost cause.
SOMR is not the road to fidtkftleilevisa6 U he thought that this
would have a 10% possibility of success, he wOuld join. Its only
good basis is:

* a. Russians will not be held responsible for COMMUUUM6

* b. Clive nationalities real self-determination.

* a. Recognise status-quo and work frma there.

*Per C	 I: This type of propaganda can be dissiminated by SONR radio.
TO( cannot effort to follow this because of official policy.

'••
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